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Dear Supporters, Colleagues, and Other Friends,

My appreciation for you is heightened this year because this is the last annual
report I expect to file as president. As many of you know, our board is conducting a
search for my successor with the plan of naming her/him in February 2022. We are
considering proven leaders, each of whom offers gifts that differ from mine, and we
are excited by the prospects. 

2021 was another pandemic year, of course. But as summarized in the following
pages, we made substantial headway in each of our program areas — all for the
Global Church. We also Zoom-counseled leaders, enabled them to share guidance
with one another, and channeled financial relief. Their challenges were not limited to
COVID. Consider what it is like to lead the Church in the midst of national crises, as
in Ethiopia, Lebanon, and Myanmar. In troubled times, the most intense trials come
where resources are most limited — in the Majority World. So, on behalf of our
clients: thank you for standing with us, for them.

Preparing for succession, I have been reflecting on the past 12 years. We have seen
successes. From only granting scholarships, we now conduct 5 unique programs.
Our budget has tripled. (The 2021 decline from 2020 is largely due to not traveling.
We reserved travel funds and are back on the road in 2022.) The staff is of 
exceptional quality, with diverse experiences and perspectives, and our board is
thoughtful and generous. We operate transparently and are unusually efficient in
fundraising and administration.
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Less obvious is what keeps this ministry focused and integrated yet able to innovate
and to welcome new partners. Key, I believe, are our shared values related to the
Church, clients, and strategy.

We begin with the Church, the followers of Jesus. SCHOLARLEADERS is part of it, as 
are those with whom we work most closely. Jesus’s redemptive project includes 
individuals, of course. However, as in N.T. Wright’s memorable words: “The rescue 
of human beings from sin and death… serves a larger purpose, namely that of 
God’s restorative justice for the whole creation.” Following Jesus’s example and 
instructions, we joyfully engage Christians of many flavors who focus on the 
flourishing of women and men and the societies and creation we share. 

Thy will be done
on earth as it is in Heaven.

To engage the Church, we work through clients – partners with contextual expertise
and callings to contribute to Jesus’s redemptive project. They include theologians
who teach and write, executives at theological schools and other ministries, ministry
entrepreneurs, and faith-filled community leaders. Rather than attempt to navigate
the Majority World directly, we ascertain prayerfully whether our gifts might be 
helpful in a particular context. Then, if invited and it makes sense, we help clients
clarify their objectives, guide them to formulate a plan, and, where possible, enable
them to carry it out. 

We, who are many, are one body in Christ. 
We are members of one another and have gifts that differ.

Our third value is strategy – the development and placement of assets before
engagement. We do not lead local ministries; we equip them. Our gift, honed over
years of practice, is to help clients define how they intend to contribute to their local
churches and societies, to help them plan, to identify resources, and to counsel them
as they pursue and adapt their plans. In the Majority World, resources are limited, so
they demand exceptionally careful stewardship.

Wars are won by skillful strategy, 
and victory is the fruit of detailed planning.

These values — Church, clients, strategy — are evident in each of our five programs
and in our development as a ministry. We began 37 years ago with scholarships
(LeaderStudies) to enable PhD studies for those called to teach and write, to 
prophesy to the Church and society, and to lead theological schools and other 
ministries. In the past decade, as we observed that many of these leaders struggle 
in fragile theological schools and that executives are often stymied, we developed
the Vital SustainAbility Initiative to help schools define their unique missions and
plan to carry them out effectively. Because many client schools operate in contexts 
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in which Islam is the dominant religion (97% of Muslims live where we work), we
asked: What must be done to equip the Church intellectually for ministry among
Muslims? The answer led to our Catalytic Venture – Islam. Recognizing that many
women face cultural obstacles, we encourage them through our Catalytic Venture –
Women in Theological Leadership. Finally, to enable sharing among Majority World
leaders, we publish the InSights Journal. Each initiative emerged from strategic
needs expressed by clients, and each uniquely contributes to Jesus’s Church. 

Moreover, these values drive us into new areas. As I write, we are exploring 
enhancements to the Vital SustainAbility Initiative, how we might contribute to 
public theology, and whether we have opportunities to work even more ecumenically.

I count it a privilege to be a member of this global team and its generous network 
of supporters, and I look forward to continuing to serve alongside you in a new
capacity. 

With appreciation for each of you,

Larry A. Smith
President

VSI team in Nairobi: Wageeh Mikhail (Cairo), Paul Cornelius (Bangalore), Linzay Rinquest (Cape
Town), David Tarus (Nairobi), Marcos Orison (Londrina), Emmanuel Bellon (Accra, Orlando), Florence
Kagwamba (Nairobi), Larry Smith (Chicago, Cortona), Evan Hunter (Minneapolis), Taras Dyatlik (Kiev).





Our first client for the Vital SustainAbility Initiative was Nigerian Baptist Theological
Seminary (NBTS) in Ogbomosho, Nigeria’s largest graduate theology school. With
help from the VSI team, president Emiola Nihinlola sharpened the school’s mission
to focus on spiritual formation for students and on discipleship within the Nigerian
Church. In 2016, after working together for almost a year, NBTS created a strategic
plan. Five years have now passed, time enough to assess results.

NBTS has seen comprehensive progress, including accomplishment of over 75% of
its long-range objectives. The seminary has a renewed vision for the Nigerian Church
and is pursuing it with wonderful results. A partial summary:

Academic Capacity
Faculty: Half (34 of 68) have completed their PhDs, many replacing retirees.
Library: The collection has been upgraded.
Programs: Master’s in youth ministry, translation, & missiology have been added.
Network: Collaboration with 10 other Baptist seminaries for academic progress
and lifelong student formation has been established.

Infrastructure
Internet: A reliable, fiber-based system has been installed.
Power: A new solar battery system reduces operating costs and eliminates 
blackouts due to Nigeria’s erratic electrical grid.
Facilities: New buildings have been added for students, faculty, and library; old
facilities have been renovated.

Student Experience
Enrollment: Growing by 2% annually.
Ministry Preparation: Student formation has been improved so that students 
are better prepared to serve their churches and bless their communities.  
Satisfaction: Students express gratitude for improved teaching and enhanced
technology and facilities. 

The VSI-guided strategy enabled NBTS to raise most funds for these improvements
nationally – a rare outcome in the Majority World. 

NBTS is one of 35 schools with which we work directly, part of a developing 
community of 205 schools. With this community and beyond, the InSights 
Journal shares new knowledge from our experiences. So far, 27 articles cover 
topics including strategy, fundraising, faculty development, management 
systems, succession, and adapting to COVID. The Journal, launched in 2016, has a
global circulation of over 1,000 executives, faculty, and practitioners, mostly in the
Majority World.

Special thanks to the three foundations and several individuals that fund VSI.
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Impact: Thoughtful Strategy





In 2016-17, encouraged by clients in the Middle East, Africa, and Asia, we gathered
experts to explore What must be done to equip the Church intellectually for its 
ministry among Muslims and in Muslim-majority contexts? Each affirmed Peter’s
admonition to defend the hope that is in us with gentleness and respect. Together,
we set four priorities that guide our Catalytic Venture – Islam:

The Sanneh Institute (TSI): Founded by Dr. John Azumah with support from
Christian and Muslim scholars, the University of Ghana, the Ghanaian 
government, and Yale University, the Institute launched in December 2018. Since
its founding, TSI has tackled a range of West African issues including corruption,
witch accusations, and the roots of Boko Haram.

Network of Advanced Christian-Muslim Study Centers: Not many Christian 
scholars of Islam work in the Majority World, which has even fewer Muslim 
scholars of Christianity. Those who do work on these topics tend to be isolated
and under-resourced. Whether equipping local churches or working for the 
common good, innovations are rarely shared, and global impact is limited. With
these factors in mind, we are surveying this scholarly community and anticipate
launching a network to facilitate collaboration in 2023.

Curriculum Development: Advanced Christian curricula in Islamic studies 
typically originate in the West and focus on Western issues. In Majority World
contexts, where Islam is more prominent, other issues emerge. For example: 
In restricted environments, how can Christians speak respectfully with Muslims
about faith? What lessons might Christians and Muslims learn from the earliest
interfaith relations in the Middle East? What practices should characterize 
education in multi-religious societies? With scholars from the Middle East, 
Africa, and Asia, we are preparing a Master-level curriculum in history, theology,
philosophy, and Christian-Muslim relations and a complementary collection 
of articles.

Middle East Doctoral Program: Partly energized by the 2016-17 exploration, 
we are working with three Middle Eastern seminaries and the Free University 
of Amsterdam to launch a cooperative PhD program in 2022. Again, rather than
Westerners offering their perspectives, this Middle Eastern faculty will speak
from and to Majority World Christians living in Islamic contexts and will train the
next generation of regional Christian leaders.
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Impact: Clear Priorities Lead to Action

Special thanks to:

TBF for funding the initial exploration.

John Templeton Foundation and TBF for funding evaluation of The Sanneh Institute.

Templeton Religions Trust, which is funding the network.

Harold C. Smith Foundation and several individual donors, which fund curriculum
development and the Middle East doctoral program.





We encourage clients in every program but in none more personally than
LeaderStudies. We currently support 56 scholars from 28 countries for study at 33
institutions in 17 countries. Despite COVID-related challenges, this year we celebrate
7 scholars who graduated and serve the Church in Costa Rica, the Democratic
Republic of Congo, Ethiopia, Ghana, Japan, Pakistan, and Ukraine. Over the years, we
have supported 310 scholars, 95% of whom have returned to their home contexts as
theologians and missional entrepreneurs. They are a good share of Majority World
seminary faculty. 

One of this year’s graduates is Sofía Quintanilla from Costa Rica. As a child, she
came to faith in a church that emphasized discipleship. Shortly after her baptism, 
a woman told her that her faith would not protect her from suffering but that Christ
would always be with her. As is sadly common in Latin America, she has faced 
many challenges because she is a woman. This year, she earned her PhD from 
the Evangelical University of the Americas (UNELA) by developing a theology of 
adoption. This project emerged from her own experience of Christ’s healing and her
passion for Latin America’s often-abandoned and exploited children. During her PhD,
Sofía taught at ESEPA Seminary in Costa Rica and led its Master’s Leadership and
Exegetical Programs. Soon she will move!to a new faculty position at Central
American Theological Seminary (SETECA) in Guatemala City, Guatemala. Through
counseling, teaching, and research, Sofía challenges the Church to care for those
who have suffered – especially orphans and the abused.

While celebrating those who successfully complete their PhDs, we also continue to
enhance LeaderStudies for those currently studying. This year, drawing on COVID
experience and eager to enrich developing Majority World scholars, we created 
affinity groups that center on themes we observe in the Church. So far, we convene 
a group of emerging Christian scholars of Islam (led by Wageeh Mikhail). We plan
two more: one for scholars who will likely fill executive roles at theological schools
(led by Linzay Rinquest), and one for young women scholars (led by senior members
of the Women’s PeerLeader Forum). 

Special thanks to many individuals, including our board members, and to 
the churches and foundations that support scholarships for Majority World
Christian leaders. 

Scholars of Christianity-Islam in the
affinity group and across our network
gathered via Zoom for a conversation
with Gabriel Reynolds
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Impact: Encouraging Client-Leaders



Tite Tiénou*, PhD, Chair
(2004)
Gary Ames (2011) RIP 2021
John Azumah, PhD (2012)
David Baer*, PhD (2017)
Bruce Baker, PhD (1997)
Dan Boyce* (2012)
Paul Evans (2005)
Clair* & David Fung, MD
(2004)
Barry Glaser (2018) 
Matthew Heynen* (2014)
John Lovewell (1995)
Matt Mascioli* (2019)
Beth Paul, PharmD, & Doug 
Paul, PharmD, PhD (2009)
Linda Prinn (1989)

Anthony Rè (2018)
Marshall Reavis (2005)
Marleen & Bruce* Rognlien
(2001)
Marylee & Grayson*
Sanders (1994)
Meritt & Steve* Sawyer
(2017)
Scot Sellers (1985)
Sharon & Dennis* Sheehan,
MD (1992)
Victoria & Larry* Smith,
President (1996)
Debbie & David* West
(2017)
Mike Woodruff (1994) 
Amos Yong, PhD (2018)

Board of Directors

Tom Cooper, PhD
Steve Hayner, PhD (RIP) 
Mark Labberton, PhD

Mark Conroe
Walt Liefeld, PhD
Doug McConnell, PhD
Paul Pierson, PhD
Brian Prinn (RIP)     

Directors Emeriti

Founders

* Member of the Executive 
Committee elected from 
the board. 
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ScholarLeaders Staff

Tite Tiénou, PhD
Chair

Larry A. Smith 
President

Bonnie E. Lin

Wageeh Mikhail,
PhD 

Shyan Xiong Marcos Orison 
de Almeida, PhD

Evelyn Reynolds,
PhD

Evan R. Hunter, PhD
Vice President

Lynn M. Simons 
Vice President

Linzay Rinquest,
PhD

Emmanuel Bellon,
PhD
Vice President



INCOME FY2021 FY2020
Individuals 433,756 620,042 
Churches 56,260 66,055  
Foundations 690,000 920,000 
New & Released Restrictions 301,445 92,806 
Transfers from Legacy Funds* 82,657 81,696   
In-Kind Contributions** 177,750 173,000   
Other (Interest, Merchant Fees) (1,495) 4,284 

TOTAL INCOME $1,740,373  $1,957,883  

EXPENDITURE
Programs 1,436,687   1,619,536 
Strategy & Administration 126,888   89,926  
Advancement 137,580 171,531  

TOTAL EXPENDITURE $1,701,155   $1,880,993   

OPERATING SURPLUS $39,218  $76,890 

NET CURRENT ASSETS (YEAR-END) $1,918,219 $2,110,441 
Unrestricted Assets 725,435 680,205 
Legacy Funds 798,807 728,814
Restricted Assets 393,977 701,422 

FUTURE COMMITMENTS: LeaderStudies*** $1,770,000 $1,758,000

SELECTED RATIOS
Income versus Prior Year -11% + 8%
Program    Total Expenditure 84% 86%
Unrestricted & Legacy Assets    

LeaderStudies Commitments 86% 80%

* Legacy Funds are amortized on a fixed schedule, between 5-20 years, according 
to donor intent.

** In-kind contributions include office rental and the president’s compensation.
*** Approximate total for leaders pursuing advanced education. These typically 

require an investment of 2-5 years.

Audited results.
Fiscal year ends August 31.

Financial Summary 2021
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www.scholarleaders.org
2065 Half Day Road, #T-2992 • Deerfield, Illinois 60015

...to encourage and enable Christian theological leaders from the Majority World for the Global Church.
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We who are united with Christ, 
though many, form one body and belong to one another. 

— Romans 12.5


